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Fluid Sampler Draw Limits

D
By Dean Carroll

esign, construction and operation are stages

can be difficult to coordinate. Plant designers must

vacuum (in Hg), which measures how completely the air
has been removed, and volume transfer (in cubic feet per
minute), which describes how fast the air is removed.
Vacuum determines how high a sample can be drawn,
and volume transfer determines the transport velocity.

balance needs and regulations; construction workers

The sampling process

in the life of an industrial plant. These stages

must meet deadlines and budget; and operators
must make the results work—all of which can leave
operators with applications that have difficult
solutions. The draw limit of a fluid sampler is
one such issue.
To explore this issue, the limitations on the draw should
be divided into two separate factors: vertical draw and horizontal draw. The vertical draw is the height difference
between the top level of the fluid source and the highest
point the fluid must reach in the sample line (this is a slight
simplification). Note that if the fluid source changes in
height, then the lowest height should be used, as that will
be the greatest vertical draw.
The horizontal draw is the distance
between the sampler and the end of the
intake hose, measured as if they
were at the same level. The
two measurements that
affect these factors are

Vertical and horizontal
draws make the difference in
industrial plant design

Fluid samplers typically use a vacuum draw to obtain
a sample. The sampler removes air from the intake tube,
causing fluid to enter and replace the air. This happens
because the air we normally breathe is pressing on the
water, applying a pressure of 14.7 psi. When the air is
removed from the intake tube, it gives the water outside
an effective pressure of 14.7 psi, and water flows from the
higher pressure to the lower pressure inside the tube.
The limited pressure of the water determines how high
water can be drawn. The limit that water can be pulled is
the same as the limit that water can be pushed with a pressure of 14.7 psi. Changes in altitude will change this limit.
In a perfect world, water could be pulled vertically 33.8 ft,
but a variety of factors reduce this number to around 29 ft.
Stalling is another effect one can see during high lifts. The
gases in aerated fluid can begin to come out of the water
more rapidly at around 25 ft. This can cause the water to
stall until enough gas is removed; then the water will
start to rise again.
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INSTANT HOLIDAY DETECTION

FAST CURING FLEXIBLE POLYUREA
COATING AND LINING
100% polyurea coatings and linings that
cure quickly minimizing downtime
• High film build in a single application
• Flexible, seamless waterproof coating and lining
• Apply in temperatures as low as -20º F
• ANSI/NSF-approved for potable water applications
• 100% solids, low VOC, coating dries tack-free
in as little as 45 seconds
Write in 448

Dura-Plate® UHS Ultra High
Solids Epoxy with OAP OptiCheck Fluorescing Optically
Active Pigments Verifies
Quality Application Instantly
• Increases service life of
coatings by illuminating
pinholes and insufficient
film thickness
• Available in single or
multi-coat system
• Only product of its type meeting the requirements of NSF
Standard 61 for potable water
tanks of at least 1,000 gal
• As little as three-day cure
to service
Write in 445

Sherwin-Williams Co.
Cleveland, OH • tel: 800/524-5979
www.sherwin-williams.com

SEAMLESS, FLEXIBLE
LINING SYSTEM

Designed for use in immersion service as a tough, impact and chemical
resistant, waterproof coating and
lining system
• 100% solids, spray applied
in a single application
• Ideal for use in wastewater
facilities
• High build with a faster cure,
less down time
• Tear and abrasion resistant
• Low permeability
• Crack bridging capabilities
Write in 446

SUPERIOR COLOR RETENTION

FluoroKem fluoropolymer
urethane boasts long-lasting
performance resulting in fewer
recoats, easier maintenance
and lower life cycle costs
• Applies by brush, roll or spray
to any primed or gal vanized
steel, or aluminum, surface
• Extremely durable in exterior
or interior exposure
• Outstanding gloss and
color retention
• Chemical & abrasion resistant
• Fast drying, ambient cure
Write in 447

Holidays. Pinholes. Imperfections. Whatever you call them, the results are always the same –
catastrophic. That’s why Sherwin-Williams developed new Opti-Check™ OAP Technology.
This technology allows tank lining applicators to instantly identify pinholes, thin spots or any
other discontinuities under a UV light. Opti-Check™ virtually extends the coatings life by
verifying uniform coverage and proper ﬁlm thickness, eliminating coating application issues.
So, increase your service life and eliminate your fear of the holidays.
To learn more, visit us at www.sherwin-williams.com/im
or call 1-800-524-5979 to have a representative contact you.
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The horizontal distance that a sampler can draw fluid depends on the speed
with which it can move the fluid. A longer horizontal draw increases friction and
reduces speed. The speed (transport velocity) also affects how representative a
sample will be. In any long horizontal draw, large increases in vertical height
should come as close to the sampler as possible. This will yield the best transport
velocity over the distance.
A sampler should be situated as closely to the sample source as possible, both
vertically and horizontally. Samplers can draw up to 28 ft vertically, but water
moves slowly at that height. When this is not possible, one should consider the
advantages and disadvantages of each type of sampler and the options available.

Finding the right sampler
A peristaltic sampler can generate good vacuum (27 to 29 Hg) when the tube
is new but typically has a low volume transfer. This means it can draw close to
the 28 ft vertically when the tube is new; however, as the tube degrades, the vacuum strength typically decreases, and eventually it will not be able to draw to
that height. A high vertical draw uses more tube to obtain a sample, which can
significantly increase the cost of tubing. Long horizontal draws also use more
tube to obtain a sample. Transport velocities vary between manufacturers.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) states: “It would appear that
the slower-acting peristaltic and piston pump-type samplers are either not capturing settleable [sic] materials or that after introduction to the intake line, particle
settling velocities are higher than liquid intake velocities.”1
A standard vacuum compressor sampler generates 24 Hg in vacuum unless an
alternate compressor setup is used (28 to 29 Hg). The compressors can maintain
these levels of vacuum over 10 years. The volume transfer is significantly higher
as well, which translates to a higher transport velocity. In a high-lift application,
more care must be taken to ensure that seals are set properly. Long horizontal
draws present no difficulty since the transport velocity is toward the top of the
EPA’s suggested transport of 2 to 10 ft/second, and a higher air volume purge
helps to clear the intake line. One advantage is placing the sampler outside of
class 1, division 1 or division 2 locations as an effective way to avoid paying for
an explosion-proof sampler.
Another method to consider is an assisting pump. A pump that is near the
source can push water much farther and higher. Some of the difficulties with this
method are control and power of the assisting pump, collection of rag and debris
on the pump and the pump passing solids. Manning Environmental has introduced several setups for high-lift applications (25 to 75 ft).

THE ULTIMATE
NOZZLE PROTECTION
ORIVAL WATER FILTRATION

Dean Carroll is president of Manning Environmental, Inc. He can be reached at 800/863-9337
or by e-mail at info@manning-enviro.com.
For more information, write in 1107 on this issue’s Reader Service Card.
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For additional articles on this topic, visit:
www.WWDmag.com/lm.cfm/wd090707
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These are several ways to address a high-lift issue, though a final solution
will depend on application. Understanding the factors and limitations is
an important first step. If you are feeling unsure, contact an experienced
manufacturer for assistance. WWD
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REMOVE.
RECOVER.
RECYCLE.
Our Machines Separate Waste Oil From Water 24/7.

Automatic Self-Cleaning
No External Power Required
Turnkey Systems
Short Pay Back
10-10,000 gpm Units
ASME Construction
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WATER FILTERS
213 S. Van Brunt St.,
Englewood, NJ 07631
(800) 567-9767
(201) 568-3311
Fax (201) 568-1916
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There’s no easier, more effective way to remove oil and fatty waste from sumps,
ponds and tanks. Oil Skimmers’ superior ﬂoating tube technology skims oil from
the water’s surface 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our durable machines
operate unattended with virtually no maintenance required.
Contact us for more information and a free demo. We’ll
also send you a free oil test kit and free technical manual.

800-200-4603 • www.oilskim.com
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